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1. - 16. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya 
da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. In today’s highly competitive world, those 
products which are frequently ---- on TV and 
in newspapers are more likely to be sold than 
those which are not.

A)   obeyed  B)   refused
C)   impaired  D)   advertised
  E)   omitted

2. In work efficiency sessions, it is commonly 
stated that a group is more likely to succeed if 
there is a close ---- between the members of the 
group.

A)   harmony  B)   legacy
C)   indifference  D)   deletion
  E)   elimination

3. As the Union of Lawyers, we strongly believe 
that this case will ---- an area of law which was 
thrown into confusion by a judgment last year.

A)   haste  B)   clarify
C)   exist  D)   occur
  E)   misbehave 

4. I think a new independent committee should be 
gathered in order to ---- the issue of corruption 
within the accounts of the company.

A)   look into  B)   take after
C)   run over  D)   stand by
  E)   give in

5. The new cargo system called VIP claims that 
your parcel will be ---- to its destination in only 
six hours no matter how far the destination is.

A)   destroyed  B)   confined
C)   delivered  D)   performed
  E)   criticized

6. Getting ---- to an internationally prestigious 
university requires not only high grades and test 
scores but also a rich background and world 
knowledge.

A)   fascination  B)   admission
C)   procedure  D)   remoteness
  E)   deception

7. One of the extremely ---- dishes of Turkish 
cuisine is called “K›s›r”, which easily makes you 
salivate with its unforgettable taste.

A)   tentative  B)   desperate
C)   predictive  D)   delicious
  E)   premature

8. The local police officers learned that a local TV 
station had received an anonymous warning an 
hour before the bomb ---- in the most crowded 
shopping mall of the city.

A)   looked up  B)   came across
C)   gave out  D)   let down
  E)   went off 
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VOCABULARY TEST - 4

9. Every day, one million U.S. children age five and 
under consume ---- levels of pesticides that can 
harm the developing brain and nervous system.

A)   unsafe  B)   precious
C)   customary  D)   wealthy
  E)   urgent

10. Children have a(n) ---- disorder when they 
produce the sounds, syllables, or words 
atypically when compared with other children of 
the same age.

A)   investment  B)   opportunity
C)   articulation  D)   superstition
  E)   utility

11. Human resource managers usually have to see 
a lot of resumes, which is a ---- task, so it makes 
sense to keep the resume short and simple.

A)   native  B)   toxic
C)   useful  D)   moderate
  E)   tiresome

12. In some companies management does not 
---- support training because it is usually the 
personnel department that encourages staff 
promotion.

A)   barely  B)   moderately
C)   enthusiastically D)   tenderly
  E)   kindly

13. Throughout history there have been many 
examples of women who ---- extraordinary 
courage and were even not afraid of death.

A)   possessed  B)   disregarded
C)   evacuated  D)   informed
  E)   froze

14. The school ---- is the worst terror-related human 
catastrophe in the history of Russia with at least 
335 victims, mostly children, who died as a 
direct result of this terror act.

A)   tragedy  B)   enlargement
C)   glamour  D)   identification
  E)   maintenance

15. ---- were large farms in the South of America 
on which crop, sugar cane, tobacco, rice or 
cotton grew, and they were harvested by African 
slaves.

A)   Disabilities  B)   Expectations
C)   Residents  D)   Campaigns
  E)   Plantations

16. The burning of raw materials in the fire gave off 
poisonous gas and many workers ---- due to lack 
of oxygen and needed oxygen masks to regain 
consciousness.

A)   added up  B)   passed out
C)   came up with D)   cheated on
  E)   put forward
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8
1. - 16. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya 
da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. The Chinese Basketball Federation have ---- 
informed that their national men’s team is 
unable to travel to Australia due to a change in 
their competition schedule.

A)   statistically  B)   regrettably
C)   allegedly  D)   financially
  E)   dazzlingly

2. The ---- of imitation is implanted in man from 
childhood, one difference between him and 
other animals being that he is the most imitative 
of living creatures.

A)   instinct  B)   reputation
C)   attachment  D)   extinction
  E)   prohibition

3. Having refused all the marriage proposals, she 
has been a(n) ---- since she was 38, when her 
husband, a retired general, died in a plane crash.

A)   horizon  B)   guidance
C)   widow  D)   inference
  E)   solution

4. When asked about their perceptions of how safe 
it is or would be to travel by bus or train in the 
evening, or to walk alone in their ---- after dark, 
most adults think it is safe.

A)   negotiation   B)   obligation
C)   wreckage  D)   souvenir
  E)   neighbourhood

5. He had been going through a terrible disease for 
a long time and finally it became apparent that 
his hours were few; and relatives and friends 
stood ---- around his bedside.

A)   impatiently  B)   sorrowfully
C)   brutally  D)   provisionally
  E)   repeatedly

6. While the global trend against smoking will 
---- the value of tobacco as an export crop for 
developing countries, it currently remains an 
important foreign currency earner.

A)   diminish  B)   slide
C)   identify  D)   mandate
  E)   oblige

7. Theatre workshops and performance-making 
involve processes of realisation and personal 
development for participants with real and ---- 
results.

A)   abusive  B)   rewarding
C)   comparative  D)   competitive
  E)   dangerous

8. The prime minister criticized his counterpart in 
Argentina for his remarks which would interfere 
the internal ---- of his country like the settlement 
problem in a local area.

A)   collisions  B)   nominations
C)   warrants  D)   affairs
  E)   exhibitions

VOCABULARY TEST
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1. - 16. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
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da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. Campaigners now have compelling documentary 
---- of the human rights abuses that they have 
been alleging for several years against the state’s 
security forces.

A)   evidence  B)   delicacy
C)   habitation  D)   malnutrition
  E)   orbit

2. The doctor had strictly told his patient not to let 
anyone else use his towel as his skin disease 
was a highly ---- infection, but the patient failed to 
do so.

A)   contagious  B)   slight
C)   reluctant  D)   approximate
  E)   protective

3. The estate agent told me that there was very little 
---- priced housing in the area since it was mainly 
preferred by the rich and famous people who had 
no difficulty paying huge rents.

A)   crucially  B)   instinctively
C)   moderately  D)   ironically
  E)   nutritiously

4. The recent decision regarding the period of 
compulsory education marks another positive 
change of direction in the ---- of the country’s 
education policy.

A)   evolution  B)   emigrant 
C)   donation  D)   patience
  E)   genocide

5. This afternoon the Prime Minister was ---- 
with his advisors about the recent economic 
crisis and the journalists are expecting an 
announcement shortly.

A)   con sul ting  B)   re ce ding
C)   ele va ting  D)   dec li ning
  E)   in volving 

6. We openly declare that we are likely to ---- our 
diplomatic relationships with any country 
supporting or harbouring those bloody-handed 
terrorists.

A)   catch on  B)   give out
C)   run into  D)   break off
  E)   look up

7. Fish is considered to be the best drug to 
improve the efficiency of human memory as it 
---- large amounts of omega-3 substance known 
for its potential to improve mental capacity.

A)   contains  B)   amuses
C)   responds  D)   teases
  E)   verbalizes 

8. The washing machine is still not working 
---- although I have had it examined by the 
brand officials five times up to now, so I am 
considering demanding for a refund.

A)   imaginatively B)   jealously 
C)   vaguely  D)   disastrously
  E)   properly 
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